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Application for Designation under the Professional
Governance Act
Introduction
The Professional Governance Act (PGA) includes provisions for designating new professions that may be
currently regulated under an existing statute or may lack a regulatory framework. The designation
process can commence by application of a prospective regulatory (A), by decision of the Superintendent
(B), or by decision of government. The latter does not require a designation assessment as the
designation decision has already been made.

Figure 1 PGA Designation Process

The Superintendent’s recommendation on whether to designate a profession under the PGA must be
based on whether the designation is in the public interest. Professional self-regulation addresses risks to
the public and environment from incompetent and unethical practice of a profession. Criteria for
determining whether it is in the public interest to include a profession under the PGA or grant rights for
self-regulation of a profession typically consider the risks of professional practice, the capacity of the
profession to meet all of the s. 22 PGA responsibilities, the level of discretion and professional
judgement exercised by members of the profession, and the existence of a body of knowledge
underpinning the profession. These types of criteria may be considered as the basis for the
Superintendent’s recommendation.
An application by a potential regulatory body begins the process to assess whether designation of the
profession is in the public interest. The OSPG is available for initial dialogue on the designation process
and the information requested in an application in order to facilitate understanding. While the
information outlined below is required to be included in the initial application, how the information is
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presented is at the regulator’s discretion. Regulators are encouraged to use visuals, diagrams, and
creative formats to present information in the application in a way that is accessible and clear.
Applicants must ensure that information provided in the application does not include personal
information, as defined by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA), in
relation to registrants or clients. Only business contact information should be provided.
Applicants should be aware that any information provided to OSPG in relation to an application for
designation is subject to the FOIPPA and a Freedom of Information (FOI) request. The OSPG must
respond to an FOI in accordance with our statutory obligations. For more about freedom of information
in British Columbia, including policies and how to make an FOI request, see the Government of BC’s
Open Information website here: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/about-the-bcgovernment/open-government/open-information/freedom-of-information
Once an assessment is underway, additional information may be requested to assist with the evaluation
of the profession against the criteria for determining designation.

General Information and Contacts
•
•

Contact information (leadership and point of contact), including website address, email, mailing,
phone
List/links to documents – bylaws, incorporation documents if applicable, any relevant
audits/reports of the profession

Overview of your organization
•
•
•

•

•

Organizational structure –number and roles of staff, committees, etc.
Structure of council/board – numbers of elected professionals and appointed lay members,
roles, election process, appointment process
Annual operating budget
o Annual membership fees
o Other revenue streams
History and mandate, including:
o When and how established (e.g. operating legislation)
o Drivers for establishment
o Current mandate and key activities, including transparency measures
o Scope of practice for your profession(s) and examples of professional discretion
o Any important changes to the organization over time
o Operating jurisdiction(s)
Decision making process including requirements for ratification of decisions

Current regulatory state
•

Categories of registrants/members
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o
o

•

•
•

Number of registrants per category
Rights and privileges for each category (e.g. titles, abbreviations, designations, seals and
signing requirements, practice rights, voting rights, degree of supervision required)
How do you regulate your registrants/members? Provide a brief overview of your
o Admission requirements and accredited education courses
o Code of ethics and standards of professional practice
o Competency and practice standards
o Complaints and discipline procedure and volume of complaints received/investigated
annually
o Additional practice requirements for registrants/members including continuing
education requirements
o Any third-party organization you rely upon for development of standards, accreditation
processes, evaluation of applicants from non-accredited streams, etc., the nature of
their processes, and your role in providing oversight/quality assurance of their work.
List other enactments (federal, provincial, municipal) that require or enable your
registrants/members to carry out work?
Examples of discipline outcomes that illustrate why profession is important to regulate

Professions Overseen by a National Body
The PGA allows for a regulatory body to regulate a designated profession in B.C. However, it has no
jurisdiction over professional practice outside of B.C. The authorities delegated to a provincial regulatory
body cannot be subdelegated to another body. Professions overseen by a national body that wish to be
regulated under the PGA would need to propose a provincial regulatory body if one does not already
exist. Please note that the following questions only apply to national bodies without a provincial
regulatory counterpart.
•
•
•
•

How would a proposed regulatory body functionally regulate B.C. professionals and fulfill the
B.C. requirements?
How many of your regulated professionals work in B.C.?
Describe the nature of the work your registrants/members do.
Additional information about the national body or the regulation of a profession nationally may
be included as an appendix.

Relationships
•
•
•

Are there provincial or federal/international organizations you are affiliated with?
Is your profession regulated in other jurisdictions and if so, which jurisdictions?
Does your organization and registrants/members interact with the regulatory bodies currently
governed by the PGA? If so, how?

Direction
•

What challenges do you have with your current state?
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•
•
•
•

What are your organization’s thoughts on its future state, including how it could see itself fitting
under the PGA?
What would you hope to achieve if included under the PGA?
What is your desired timeframe to come under PGA?
What work have you started with your membership to communicate a potential move to the
PGA and what work is planned for on the path to designation?

Risks
In addition, applicants will be required to fill out a risk matrix identifying risks associated with
malpractice of the profession to:
• Public health and safety
• Environment and property
• Public trust
The risk matrix must indicate the likelihood and the impact of each risk to materialize as well as all risk
mitigations in place for each risk. Applicants may use the risk matrix template below, developed by the
Professional Standards Authority, or may use other templates or forms to present the required
information. Below is a sample risk matrix with information from the BC Society of Landscape Architects.
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